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Introduction

The first goal of this paper is to investigate the problem of the image of non-torsion
elements of K2n-i(OF) in K2n-i(kv) via the reduction map, where OF is the ring of integers in a number field F, kv a residue field, and n a positive integer. Our main result is:
Theorem 1. For any number field F and for any integer n ^ l, the kernel of the
reduction map
is finite.

Sections l and 2 present a proof of this theorem. We then consider in Section 3 the
behaviour of the non-torsion elements in the algebraic ΛΓ-theory of number fields with
respect to fields extensions. In particular, the following result is proved.
Theorem 2. Lei E/Fbe a finite Galois extension of number fields. Then for all integers
n ^ 2, the natural map

*2.- 1 00/ torsion -* (^„^(l^/ torsion)G<£'F>
is injective and its cokernel is finite with the proper ty that the order of its odd torsion subgroup is only divisible by prime numbers that divide the order of the torsion subgroup of
In Sections 4 and 5, we then observe that the argument of the proof of Theorem l
provides a better understanding of the homotopy type of the space BSL(OFY in the case
The second author would like to thank the Swiss National Science Foundation and the University of
Lausanne for the invitation during which this paper was written. He also would like to thank W. Gajda for many
interesting discussions which stimulated some ideas used in this paper. We thank the referee for his useful remarks
about Sections 2 and 3.
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where OF is the ring of integers Z, because it enables us to get upper and lower bounds for
the order of the Postnikov fc-invariants of BSL(Z)+ (see Propositions 5 and 6 and Corollaries 2 and 4); some of these results depend on the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture for
Z. Furthermore, we study the image of the non-torsion elements of Kt(Z) under the
Hurewicz homomorphism

for all integers i for which Kt(Z) is infinite (see Corollary 3). In particular, Section 6 gives
a complete determination of the 5-dimensional Hurewicz homomorphism for the space
BSt(Z)*, where S t (Z) denotes the infinite Steinberg group over Z:
Theorem 3. There is a short exact sequence
0 -* K5(Z) -^-> H5(St(Z);Z)

> Z/2

> 0,

where h5 is the Hurewicz homomorphism. Furthermore, the torsion subgroups ofK5(Z) and
ofH5(St(Z)'9Z) are isomorphic.
Throughout the paper, let us denote, for a prime number /?, the /7-primary part of a
positive integer Nby \N\~l.
1. Basic ΛΓ-theory and etale cohomology computations

Let F be a number field, OF = O its ring of integers and n an integer ^ 2. Let Κφ(—)
(respectively K+(—)) denote the Quillen (respectively etale) if-theory and Hft ( —; Z / M (n))
(respectively H*ont( —; Zp(nj)) denote the etale (respectively continuous, see [J]) cohomology. Choose an odd prime number p such that p does not divide the order of the torsion subgroup of K2n _i(O). The finite generation of K2n_i(O) and the choice of p give the free
Zp-module
Observe also that the natural map Κ2η_ΐ (O) /torsion -» (K2n _! (O)/ torsion) ®Z p is an
injection. Hence every non-torsion element in K2n _ χ (O) gives rise to a non-trivial element
Let χ be an arbitrary non-torsion element in K^.^O) and denote in the same way
its image in K2n _x (O) ® Zp. Let /?s be the highest power of p such that there is an element
y in K2n_i(O)® Zp with /?sj; = ;c. Choose an arbitrary (big in general) power of p, say
M = pm such that m> s, and consider the quotient modulo M

which is a free Z/M-module. The image of χ in this module (which will also be denoted
by x) has order M/ps.
It follows from Theorem 8.7 of [DF 1] that the map K2n - ^O) ® Zp -» K%n _t (O [£])
is surjective for any odd p. So, Theorem l of [Sl] implies that the homomorphism
/torsion -+ **_> (O [J])/ torsion
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is an isomorphism. Hence we have the following isomorphism (for our choice of p):
K2n _ ! (O) ® Zp -^-> K%n _1 (O [£]). The localization exact sequence in algebraic #-theory
(see Section 5 of [Q 1] and Theoreme l of [S 2]) show that K2n _ x (O) £ ^2„ _ x (Os) for any
finite set of prime numbers S. We can also check (cf. [Ba], p. 290) that
K
2\ - 1 (O C^]) = K2n - 1 (°s) f°r anY finite set °f prime numbers 5 containing /?. Thus, the
Dwyer-Friedlander spectral sequence (see [DF1], Remark 8.8) shows that
K
2n-n(°s) = ffcont(os'^P(n}) an(i iis isomorphism is obviously functorial in S by
morphisms of Dwyer-Friedlander spectral sequences.
Let E be the field Ρ(μΜ\ OE its ring of integers, and let G(E/F) denote the Galois
group of E over F. Choose now a finite set of prime numbers S containing p such that
Pic(OE s) = 0 and consider the following commutative diagram:
Diagram l

The horizontal arrows come from the Bockstein sequences in etale #-theory (later identified
with continuous and etale cohomology respectively). They are obviously injective.
The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
E^ s H'(G(E/F); H^O^; Z/M(/i))) => H£ S(OS; Z/M(n))
gives the exact sequence
0 - H1(G(E/F); Z/M(«)) -» H>t(Os; Z/M («)) - ^(Oii
On the other band, by Herbrand quotient we have

In addition:
); Z/M(fi)) = ΦΗ°(θ(Ρ(μρ,)ΙΡ); Z/M(n))

However, the surjectivity of the map

and some additional etale cohomology computations (see [Sl], p. 376) show that we have
a surjective map:
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So, by our choice of p, K2n-i(O)p is trivial and consequently, Iw^F))" 1 = 1. Hence
Hl(G(E/F)'9 Z IM (n)) = 0 and the right vertical arrow in Diagram l is injective.
Let v be a place of F corresponding to a prime ideal not over any prime in S. Let w
be a place of E over v. We have the following commutative diagram, where πν and nw are
the reduction modi? and modw respectively:
Diagram 2
*2„-i(O s )/M

l-

Ζρ)/Μ

-Ϊ-+

-ϊ-+ (Κ2η-

l
Hb(0s; Z/Af (n))

l

#i(<V5; Z/Jlf (n))

K2n_

I

l
-^->

#£(*„; Z/M (*))

l

-^ ffjfo,; Z/M (n)) .

As explained above, the third and fourth (from top) left vertical arrows are injections. Thus,
we have proved the following
Lemma 1.

The composition of the four left vertical arrows in Diagram 2 is injective.

Using now the exact sequence 0 -> Z/Af (1) -» Gm -+ Gm -* 0 of sheaves for etale
topology on specO£>s, we get an isomorphism Ο|>5/Ο|^-^-*^(θΕ>5;Ζ/Μ(1))
because of the condition Pic(O£ s) = 0. Tensoring it with Z /M (n — 1), we get the
isomorphism

Ks/ P* ® z/^(« - 1)
and similarly
Observe that the bottom horizontal arrow in Diagram 2 is easily identified with the map

2. An application of Tchebotarev's density theorem

Let { be a generator of Z/M(1). Then ξ®(»-» is a generator of Z/Af(/i - 1). Let
)8<8>{® ( "" 1) be the image in O£s/O}t$ ®Z/M(n - 1) of the element χ (introduced in
Section 1) of K2n _1 (O)/ M via the left vertical arrows in Diagram 2. The element β above is
considered to be s usual the image of an element (also denoted by) β from Ogs. Lemma l
shows that the order of j8® ^® ( n ~ 1 ) is still M/ps. We want to prove that the image of
β ® {Θ(η ~ υ via the bottom horizontal arrow in Diagram 2 has also order M/ps for some
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choices of w. To prove it, we use an argument of Rubin ([Ru], p. 319) in application of
Tchebotarev's density theorem.
Observe that for our purpose it is enough to consider the map

The element β in Ogs/Og% has order M/ps. So it is enough to prove that the image of β
via the above map nw has order M/ps. Let t be the highest power of p such that

Note that the map O£S/O£* -» E*/E*M induced by the inclusion OE c> E is an imbedding.
Lemma 2. The integer t is also the highest power of p such that β€Ε**/Ε*Μ. In
addition, β has order M/ 1 in OE*s/0£*f and in E*/E*M. Hence t = ps.
Proof. Indeed, if tl is the maximum power of p such that eE*tl/E*M then
β = y^zM for some y and z in E*. Hence β = (yzM/ti)ti and obviously yzM'tl e Ogs. So tl \ t
by definition of t. On the other band, / \tl by definition of / t . Let some power of p (call it
tl again) be the order of β in 0£5/0g* Then tl = ZM for z 6 O£%. So β = ζ Μ/ίι τ/ where
f/ e E* and i/ fl = 1. But all roots of unity of order M are in E, so there is a root of unity
{ 6 £* such that η = £ Μ/ίι . Hence β = (ζί) Μ/ίι , where obviously ζξ e O£tS. By definition of
/ we have ( A f / t j l t . Hence (M//)Ui· But M// annihilates β hence ^[(Af//) by definition
of i l e
Lemma 3.

Mjt in

7%ere are infinitely many prime ideals w in OE such that nw( ) has order

Proof. Let W denote the subgroup of OfalOgg (or E*/E*M) generated by . By
Kummer pairing we have the following isomorphism:

G(E(

i/M

)/E) s

It shows that G(E( i/M)/E) is cyclic of order M/ 1 by Lemma 2. Let L denote
OL its ring of integers and δ a generator of G(E( llM)/E). By Tchebotarev's density
theorem, there are infinitely many prime ideals w of £ such that Frw = δ. Let / be the prime
number in Z below w (but consider only these prime numbers / not in S) and let w be a
prime ideal in L over w. Observe that Frw has order Mj t and generates the Galois group
G(k*lk„) also of order M/ 1. For an element α of OEtS (respectively OLtS) let us write α
for its image in k„ (respectively k$). Let t1 denote the order of f in k*jk*M. Hence
jj*i = z* f or some £ 6fc*.Therefore, the element (0 1/M ) fl of OL% maps to an element of k*
coming from k* because the roots of unity of order M are in k*. We have the following
equalities in k^:

where <^ is a primitive root of unity of order M// in 0£s by definition of δ. These equalities show that <ffl = 1. But s is well known, ξ has also order M/t. Hence (M/0 divides
/ x . In addition, the order of /Πη k*/k*M divides M/i. Consequently, M/r = ^.
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Diagram 2 and Lemmas l and 3 then imply:
Proposition 1. Lei OF be the ring of integers in a numberfield F and n an integer ^ 2.
Then, for any non-torsion element χ of K2n-i(OF) and any odd prime number p such that
K2n - 1 (OF) contains no p-torsion, there are infinitely many prime Ideals v ofOF such that the
order of the cyclic group K2n-i(kv)p is arbitrarily large and such that χ maps to a nontrivial element of order (#K2n-i(kv)p)/Ps via the reduction map

where p5 is described at the beginning of Section l . In particular, ifx maps to a gener ator of
an infinite cyclic direct summand ofK2n _1 (OF) / torsion, thenps = l : hence there are infinitely
many prime ideals v such that χ maps to a generator of K2n _ i(kv)p.
Theorem 1. Lei OF be the ring of integers in a numberfield F and n an integer ^ 1.
Then, the kernel of the reduction map

is finite.

Proof. If n ^ 2, this is an immediate consequence of the previous proposition. If
n = l, let χ 6 Ki (0F) be an element of the kernel of the reduction map; then χ = l mod v
for every prime ideal v, hence χ — l is divisible by all υ and therefore χ = l . (Unfortunately,
we cannot obtain an assertion analogous to Proposition l for n = 1.)
Remark 1. In [A 2], the first author considered the images of the non-torsion elements of K5(Z) in K5(fv) and proved that they may be non-trivial in general.
Remark 2. For an odd prime p which is not relatively prime to the order of the torsion subgroup of K2n _ x (OF), the reduction map K2n _i (0F) -* Y\ K2n _1 (kv)p has still finite
v

kernel, though we are not able to prove in this way that we can map a non-torsion element
to a generator of K2n -.±(k^p for this p s stated in Proposition 1.
3. Some remarks about non-torsion elements in odd JK-groups of number fields
The main objective of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 2. Let E/Fbe a finite Galois extension of number fields. Then for all integer s
n Jj> 2, the natural map
%2n -1 (F)/ torsion -» (JC2|I. i (£)/torsion)0WF)
is injective and its cokernel is finite with the property that the order of its odd torsion subgroup is only divisible by prime numbers that divide the order of the torsion subgroup of
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Proof. Let p be an odd prime. The extension E/F gives a map i : spec£ -> specF
which induces homomorphisms i* : Km(F) -*> Km(E) and i+ : Km(E) -^ Km(F) for all
integers m ^ 0 such that
V* = [J£:F]-id and 1*1;=

£

aeG(E/F)

a=:tr G .

Hence we see that

Q) =
In addition,
because it is actually true for any finitely generated free Z-module instead of Q (with trivial
G (E/ F)-action) and consequently also for any abelian torsion-free group since such a group
is a direct limit of its finitely generated subgroups (note that G(E/F) is finite). So we obtain
rankz(X,(F)/torsion) = rank2(Xm(.E)/torsion)G(£/F) and deduce that the map
* (X(£)/torsion)G(£/F)
is injective and has finite cokernel since it is an isomorphism after tensoring with Q.
No w, take m = 2 n — l for n ^ 2 and consider the commutative diagram
Diagram 3

0

0

l

l

A

-*

\

l

\

l

Η^Ρ',Ζ,Ιη»

l
o

-. ΗΪοΜ(Ε;Ζρ(η»β(ΕΙΡ) ,

where A and B are the kernels of the corresponding obvious maps. The spectral sequence
(see [J])
E? s Hr(G(E/F); (H^E; Z/A(«)))t)
gives the following exact sequence

which shows that the bottom horizontal arrow in this diagram is an isomorphism and that
the bottom right vertical map is surjective. By Theorem l of [Sl] and the Dwyer-FriedBrought to you by | Bibliotheque Universitaire de Lausanne
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lander spectral sequence, we know that A c: K2n _l (F)p and B c K2n _i (E)p (see Section 1).
Now, let us assume that p does not divide the order of the torsion subgroup of K2n -^(E).
Then, B = 0 and we deduce from the snake lemma that the middle horizontal arrow in the
above diagram is surjective. In the same way s before we see that
(K2n . , (E) <8> Z,)G(£/F) * K2n _1

,.

Therefore, the map
(*2,- 1 (F)l torsion) <g)Zp -> (K2u^(E)f torsion)
is surjective. This implies that the cokernel of the map
torsion)
has order (up to 2-torsion) divisible only by primes dividing the order of the torsion subgroup of K2n _
Remark 3, The assertion of Theorem 2 holds also if we replace the number fields by
their rings of integers since K2n^i(Pr) = K2n-i(F) for all n ^ 2 according to the localization exact sequence in algebraic jK-theory (see Section 5 of [Ql]).
CoroUary 1. Let Et/F be a direct System offinite extensions of a number field F. Let
£ = lim E{. Then the natural map
orsion -» K2n _ 1 (£) / torsion
is an injectionfor all integers n ^ 2. (In particular if E{ goes through allfinite extensions of
F9 then E = F.)
We would like to finish this section with some results about the non-divisibility property for non-torsion elements in odd T-groups of number fields.
Proposition 2. Let F be a number field, p an oddprime number and n an integer ^ 2.
Then, no non-torsion element of Κ2η^ι(Ρ(μρ(Λ)) is divisible in this group.
Proof. Let M = pm and E = F(/ipk) for k^m. Consider the following commutative diagram:
Diagram 4
K2n.,(F)IM

->

i
(*2„-i(^)®Z p )/M -,

K

l
(Κ2η.,(Ε)

l

l

!

l

2/M(n))

->

H,\(
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The top left vertical arrow is an isomorphism. Observe that the middle left vertical arrow
has finite kernel of order ^ ^K2n_^(F)p. The bottom left vertical arrow is injective. In
thesamewayasinSectionl,wemayconcludethat ΦΗι(θ(Ε/F)'9Z/M(rij) ^ ^„(F)!"1
and consequently that the bottom horizontal arrow has kernel of order ^ | wn(F)\~l. Let
χ be a non-torsion element in K2n-i(F) and choose M = pm such that the image of χ in
K
2n -i(F)/M has order bigger than the product # K 2 n _ i ( F ) p \ w„(F)|~ l . Then the image
of χ (through Diagram 4) in H^(E\ Z/M (n)) is non-trivial. Therefore, the image of χ in
K2n_1(E)/M is non-trivial for each k^m.
4. The Postnikov invariants and the Hurewicz homomorphism for BSL (Z)+

Let 5GL(Z)+, respectively 5SL(Z)+, be the space obtained by performing the plus
construction on the classifying space of the infinite general, respectively special, linear group
over the integers Z. In order to investigate the homotopical properties of these spaces, it is
sufficient to consider BSL(Z)+ because of the homotopy equivalence
BGL(Z)+ ~ BSL(Z}+ x BZ/2 .
In Section 2 of [A3], we showed that the Postnikov /r-invariants of BE(R)+ are torsion
classes for any ring R and we provided universal upper bounds for their order (here E(R)
is the subgroup of GL(R) generated by elementary matrices). The purpose of this section
is to deduce from Proposition l a better description of the order of these fc-invariants in
the case when R = Z and to explain the consequences on the Hurewicz homomorphism
between the algebraic T-theory of Z and the integral homology of the group SL(Z).
If X is a simple m-connected C W-complex and / an integer ^m + l, let us denote by
X - + X [ f \ its i-th Postnikov section: X\f\ is a CW-complex obtained from X by adjoining cells of dimensions ^ i + 2 such that nk X[i] = 0 for k > i and nkX a >7i fc A r [f] for
k ^ i. For i ^ m + 2, the >invariant k1 + 1(X) of X is a cohomology class in

such that X [i] is homotopic to the fibre of the map X [i - 1] -» K(nt X, i -h 1) corresponding to ki + l ( X ) . If fc1"1"1^) is a torsion element, the Hurewicz homomorphism
ht : nt X -* //iCJf; Z) has the following nice property (see Section 2 of [A3]).
Proposition 3. // the k-invariant k1 +i (X) is a cohomology class of finite order
in H (X [i - 1] ; nt X\ then there is a homomorphism 0, : Ht (X\ Z ) -> π{ ΛΓ
1 +1

ι

Λ

composition n{X —^ ^(^ Z) —^ π£ JT is multiplication by Qi(X}.
We shall need the following results on the order of the fc-invariants of certain spaces.
Lemma 4. Let v be a prime power. Then for any integer n*z2, the k-invariant
r) of
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where fv is thefield with v elements, is a cohomology class of order gcd((« — 1)!, v* — l) in
Proof.

See Theorem C of [H].

Lemma 5. For any integer n ^ 2, the k-invariant k2n(U) of the unitary group U is a
cohomology class of order (n - 1)! in H2n(U[2n - 2]; Z).
Proof.

Since f/~ Ω Β U, the cohomology Suspension

has the property that σ* (k2n + i (B i/)) = k2n (U) (see [W], p. 438, Example 3). By Lemma
4.4 of [P], the order of k2n +i(BU) is (n - 1)!: therefore, the order of k2n(U) divides
(n — l)\. On the other band, it is known that the image of a generator of π 2 η _ 1 U £ Z
under the Hurewicz homomorphism is (n — 1)! xn _ 1? where x„ _ ί is a generator of degree
2 n — l of the exterior algebra H^(U;Z) (see for instance [D], Section III). Consequently,
Proposition 3 implies that the order of k2n(U) is a positive multiple of (n — 1)!.
Now, we concentrate our attention to the order of the >invariants k2n(BSL(Z)+)
for n Ss 2. For the remainder of the paper, let us denote by ρ2η _ i the order of
k2n(BSL(Zr)

in H2n(BSL(Zr [2n- 2]; *2„ _,(/));

observe that ρ 2η _ j is also the order of : 2n (J5GL(Z) + ) because of the homotopy equivalence
)+ χ J5Z/2.
Remark 4. Since K2n _x (Z ) s #2n _ ! (Q) by the localization exact sequence in algebraic #-theory (see Section 5 of [Ql]), it is easy to check that the order of k2n(BSL(Q)+)
is a positive multiple of Q2n-\ f°r anY integer « ^ 2.
If O is the ring of integers in a number field, Dwyer and Friedlander defined for any
prime p a space £έι(0[^]) and a map φ : BGL(O{_^])+ -> ^έί(Ο[^]), and reformulated
the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture s follows: the /?-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture
for O is true if and only if φ is a/?-adic homotopy equivalence (see [DF1], Remark 8.8 and
[DF2], Section 3). The study of this space for O = Z [£p], where ζρ is a primitive /?-th root
of unity, gives the next Information on the order of the fc-invariants of J?5'L(Z)H".
Proposition 4. If p is an odd regul r prime and if the p-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum
conjecture for Ζ[ζ ρ ] holds, then \Q2n-i\^1 divides \(n — 1)!|~ i for any integer n S* 2.
Proof.
valences

According to Corollary 4.6 of [DF2], there are /j-adic homotopy equiBGL(Z^p9^ri^\Z^p^-])iBGL(¥vr><

Π

(v-l)/2

U,

for a suitably chosen prime u, if one assumes the /?-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture
for Z [£p]. Then, it follows clearly from Lemmas 4 and 5 that the /?-primary part of the
order ofk2n(BGL(Z [£p, ^])+) is equal to \(n - 1)! |~ x and one can deduce from the localiBrought to you by | Bibliotheque Universitaire de Lausanne
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1. Some known results about bundles on P 5

Let G be a connected, simply connected, semisimple complex Lie group and let φ be
the set of the roots of G. Let Δ = {α1? . . . , ak} be a fundamental System of roots. We have
the Cartan decomposition

Let φ+(ί) = {α e φ+ \ α = Σ "Λ with wi = °) ancl let ^(ai) <= G be the parabolic subgroup such that LiePfo) = &0® L ^«® Σ %· Then G/Pfa) is a rational homogeneous manifold with Pic = Z. ae ^
«*+<o
Let {v1? . . ., vk} be the fundamental weights with respect to Δ.
We will apply this construction to the cases
(i) G = SX(6), Δ = { i, . . . , j 5}, SL(6)/P( i) - P 5 ; the reductive factor in the Levi
decomposition of P( l ) is isomorphic to SL(5) - C*. We denote in this case by (μ ΐ5 . . . , μ5}
the fundamental weights.
(ii) G = 5/7(6), Δ = {σ1,σ2,σ3}, 5ρ(6)/Ρ(σ1) ~ Ρ 5 ; the reductive factor in the Levi
decomposition of Ρ(σ±) is isomorphic to Sp(4) · C*. We denote in this case by {A15 λ29 λ3}
the fundamental weights.
Let ρ (v) be the irreducible representation of P(a;) whose restriction to the reductive
factor has highest weight v = ^njvj w^^ nj = ^ ^ΟΓ J ^ '· Let £ν be the homogeneous
vector b ndle over G/Pfa) associated to ρ (v).
The quotient b ndle Q on P 5 = P(/f), is defined by the Euler sequence
0 -> (9(-l) -> H®& ->
The b ndle Q, s well s

-> 0.

*, is stable and SX(6)-invariant, precisely
ζ)~Εμ5,

ζ)*~Εμ2~μί.

Remember also (9(t) - Etfil V t e Z.
We list now some cohomological lemmas that are applications of Bott theorem [B ]
which will be used in the rest of the paper. For more details see [AO].
Lemma 1.1. H^End Λ 2 β(0) = Hl(EnaQ(t)} = <
Lemma 1.2. H1 (A

2

0
ff

for / Φ -l,
for t= -1.

(g> Λ 4 β*(ί)) = 0 W e Z .
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Diagram 6
k2n(BSL(Z)+)

€

H2n(BSL(Z)+[2n-2]',K2n

«u

where (7r„)# and (nv)* are induced by the reduction modt?. The restriction of the homomorphism (nv)+ to p-torsion is just reduction mod/?m, and consequently injective (because
m ^ m). Since k2n(BSL(I.)*) is a torsion element, the /?-primary part of the order of
fo)#(*2"( SL(Z)+)) = (nvr(k2n(BSL(fvr)) (see [W], p. 424) is then still |ρ 2π _ 1 |; 1 :
this shows that \Q2H-i\p l divides the /?-primary part of the order of k2n(BSLQFv)+) which
is equal to \(n — l)!|p 1 by Lemma 4, according to our assumption pm*>\(n — l)\\~l.
Ifp is an odd prime and n an odd integer, then the /?-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture for Z implies that |# T\~l = | ^„(Q));1 = l and we get:
CoroBary 2. For any odd prime number /?, if the p-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecturefor Z holds, then |ρ 2 π-ι!ρ ^ divides \(n — l)!!"1 for any odd integer n ^ 3.

Remark 5. Notice that (n — 1)! is a better upper bound for the order of
k2n(BSL(l)+)
than the integer R2n-2 introduced in [A3].
Now, consider the Hurewicz homomorphism

for odd integers n ^ 3. We are actually interested in the homomorphism
K2n.i (Z) /torsion -> H2n _ ^SL (Z );Z)/ torsion
induced by h2n _x . Recall that it has been understood for the case n = 3 in Theorem 1.5 of
[AI]: The homomorphism K5(Z)/ torsion -* H5 (SL (Z ); Z ) / torsion induced by h5 is multiplication by 2. Furthermore, some general Information on the Hurewicz homomorphism is
given in [A3]. By [B ], H^(SL(Z);Q) s A(u59 u99 ..., w4k + 1, ...) and K2n.,(Z'9Q) s Q
for n odd ^3, and the rational Hurewicz homomorphism maps # 2 n-i(2;Q) into
A(u2n _ i). Thus, if s2n _ ! is a generator of the infinite cyclic direct summand of

(T finite), we may conclude that h2n_i(s2n_i) = ^2«~i x 2»-i + ^2«-i» where η2η-\ ™ a
positive integer, x2 n _i a generator of an infinite cyclic direct summand of H2n _ t (S L (Z ); Z )
whose rationalization is u2n _1? and t2n . t a torsion element in ^2n - 1 (SL(Z); Z). In order
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to generalize the result on A 5 , we deduce the next assertion from Propositions 3 and 5 and
Corollary 2.
Corollary 3.

With the notation introduced above, the Hurewicz homomorphism

has the following property for all odd integers n ^ 3: if p is an odd prime number such that
K2n _ ! (Z ) contains nop-torsion (inparticular, ifthep-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecturefor
Z is true\ then Ι ^ π - i l ; 1 divides K*-!)!!;1.
5. The Postnikov invariante of the space JK(Z)
In this section, let us consider the prime 2. B kstedt introduced in [B k] the space
JK(Z) defined by the homotopy fibre square
Diagram 7

JK(Z)

-» B

l

J<
+ -5->

BU,

where c is the complexification and b the Brauer lifting (see also [M], Section 4 or [DF2],
Section 4). The fibre of both horizontal maps is U and we shall denote by g the inclusion
U c> JK(Z) and by g' the inclusion U c» BGL(¥3)+. We obtain the following commutative
diagram for any positive integer n:
Diagram 8

•0"

^

J

[

If n is odd, n2n_^BO and n2nBO are isomorphic to Z/2 or 0 and d is then trivial since
n2n _ ! U Z. Thus, we get the short exact sequence
0

> n.U -

n_JK(Z)

, n2n_,BO

> 0.

Since g^ is surjective, it turns out that g^ is a split injection (in particular,

if n = Imod4 and n2n_1JK(Z) s Z if n = 3mod4). This provides the next Statement.
Proposition 6. For any odd integer n ^ 3, fAe orufer ofthe k-invariant k2n(JK(Z)) ii
H2n(JK(Z)[2n - 2]; π 2π _ 1 /ΛΓ(Ζ)) ύ α /ww//ft* mw/i(pfe o/(« - 1)!.
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Proof.

Look again at the diagram explaining the naturality of the fc-invariants:

Diagram 9
k2n(U)

H2"(U[2n^2];n2n^U)

E

l**

H2n(U[_2n-2-]',u2n
2n

k (JK(Z))

€

1**

2n

H (JK(Z)[_2n-2-]-n

where g^ and g* are induced by the map g : U -* JK(L\ Because g^ is actually a split
injection, the order of g#(k2n(U)) = g*(k2n(JK(Z}}) is (n-\)\ by Lemma 5. Therefore,
(«-!)! divides the order of k2n(JK(Z)}.
The 2-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture for Z implies a 2-adic homotopy equivalence J?(jL(Z[|])+ ~ JK (Z) (see Section 4 of [DF2] or the introduction of [M]) and
it follows from the localization exact sequence in algebraic T-theory (see Section 5 of
[Ql]) that BGL(Z)+ ~ BGL(l[%])+. Consequently, we get the following result on the
order ρ2η.1 of k2n(BSL(Z)+).
Corollary 4. Ifthe 2-adic Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture for Z is true, then \ ρ2η _ x \ 2 1
is a positive multiple of \ (n — 1)! \ 2 1 for any odd integer n ^ 3.

Corollaries 2, 3 and 4 enable us to formulate the following conjectures.
Conjecture 1. For any odd integer n ^ 3, the order ofthe k-invariant k2n(BSL(Z)+)
Conjecture 2.

For any odd integer n ^ 3, the Hurewicz homomorphism

has the property that η2η-ι = (n — 1)! (where *7 2 η-ι
Corollary 3).

ZtS

explained in the paragraph before

6. The Hurewicz homomorphism KS(Z) -> Hs(St (Z); Z)
Let us first determine exactly the order ρ( of the fc-invariants ki +1(BSL(Z)+) of
BSL(Z)* in small dimensions.
Proposition 7. ρ3 = 2 and ρ4 = 1.
ΡΓΟΟ/. Since BSL(Z)* is simply connected, its first A:-invariant is
k4(BSL(Z)+)eH4(K(K2(Z)9

2); #3(Ζ)) s H*(K(Z/2, 2); Z/48) s Z/4 .
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By Section 2 of [A3], we know that 2k4(BSL(Z)+) = 0. On the other band, if
k*(BSL(Z.)+) were trivial, then we would get
H3(BSL(Z)+; Z) s H3(K(Z/2, 2) χ *(Z/48, 3); Z) £ Z/48:
but this is wrong since H3(BSL(Z)+;Z) ^ Z/24 (see the introduction of [AI]). Consequently, ρ 3 = 2. The second fc-invariant is fc5(5SL(Z)+)e//5(£SL(Z)+[3]; £4(Ζ)).
The vanishing of AT 4 (Z) (see [Ro2]) implies that k5(BSL(l)+) = 0, in other words that
For the next dimension, let us consider the space BSt(Z)+ instead of BSL(Z)+,
where S t (Z.) denotes the infinite Steinberg group over Z; BSt(Z)+ is actually the fibre of
the second Postnikov section BSL(Z)+ -> K(K2Z, 2). Our last objective is to understand
exactly the Hurewicz homomorphism
A 5 : K5(Z) -> H5(BSt(Z)+;Z) s H5(St(Z);Z) .
Recall that #5 (Z) s Z Θ Γ and H5 (S t (Z); Z) £ Z 0 Γ; where Γ and Γ' are finite abelian
groups by [B ] and that we proved the following assertion in [AI], Theorem 1.5.
Proposition 8.
multiplication by 2.

The homomorphism Ks(Z)/T-> Hs(St(Z)-9Z)/T'

induced by h5 is

This enables us to investigate the 6-th dimensional fc-invariant.
Proposition 9. k6(BSt(Z)+) is an element of order 2 in H6(BSt(Z^ [4]; K5(Z)).
Proof. Since BSt(Z)+ is 2-connected and ntBSt(Z)+ ^ Kt(Z) for ι ^ 3, it follows
from the vanishing of Α"4(Ζ) (see [Ro2]) that BSt(If [4] - ^(Z/48, 3) and ke(BSt(Z)+)
belongs to the group H6 (K (Z /48, 3); K5 (Z)) which is, by the universal coefficient theorem,
isomorphic to Hom(H6(K(l/489 3); Z), K5(Z)) ® Ext(/f 5 (^(Z/48, 3); Z), K5(Z)).
Using [C], it is possible to calculate that
and # 6 (#(Z/48,3);Z) s Z/2 .
Therefore, 2k6(BSt(Z)+) = 0. Propositions 3 and 8 then conclude the proof.
The main result of this section is:
Theorem 3. (a) The Hurewicz homomorphism h5 is injective and there is a short exact
sequence 0 -> K5(Z) -^-> H5(St(Z); Z) -> Z/2 -> 0.
(b) // Γ «J 7" denote the torsion subgroups ofK5 (Z) and H5 (S t (Z); Z) respectively,
the restriction of h5:T -> T' is an isomorphism.
Proof.

Consider the fibration given by the definition of ke(BSt(Z.)+).
BSt(Z)+ [4] k*(BSt(zr\

6 Journal f r Mathematik. Band 461

κ(Κ5(Ζ),6)
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and observe that BSt(l)+ [4] ~ : (Z/48, 3) and that

The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for integral homology of this fibration provides an
exact sequence:

* Z/2

*K5(Z)

In order to determine the image of ψ, let us consider the map ΒΣ^ -» BGL(Z)+ induced
by the inclusion of the infinite Symmetrie group Σ^ into GL(Z). We denote by ΒΣ^ the
(2-connected) fibre of the second Postnikov section ΒΣ^ -» ΒΣ^[2]. The above map
lifts to a map f-.ΒΣ^ -» BSt(Z)+ and produces, because of the naturality of the kinvariants (see [W], p. 424), the following map of fibrations:
Diagram 10

It is well known that for any positive ι, ^ΒΣ^ s π?, the i-th stable homotopy group of
spheres. Since π3^Ζ/24, π£ = 0 and π^ = 0, we obtain the homotopy equivalence
^ [4] K(Z/24, 3) and / provides the commutative diagram
Diagram 11
);Z

-^ π = 0

Z/2SJ5T 6 (A:(Z/48,3);Z) ^U Λ
where the composition φ/φ is obviously trivial. Here /# is induced by the homomorphism
/* : π3 ~* ^3(2) which is injective according to [Q2J: thus, if α generates π§ ^ Z/24,
/*(°0 = 2 where α is a generator of K3(Z) s Z/ 48. However, the computation (following
[C]) of H6(K(G, 3); Z) for a finite cyclic group G teils us that Η6(Κ(Ζ/24, 3); Z) s Z/2
is generated by 12α and that # 6 (X(Z/48,3);Z) s Z/2 is generated by 240. Therefore,
/φ is an isomorphism and φ is trivial. Consequently, we get the short exact sequence
0 -> *5(Z) -^ H5(St(Z);Z) -^ Z/2 -> 0
and the assertion (b) follows from Proposition 8.
If the "Connectivity conjecture" for Z is true, then Γ is a finite 2-group of order at
most 8 (see [Rol], Conjecture 1.2 and Theorem 1.3). Furthermore, if the 2-adic
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Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture for Z holds, then the 2-torsion subgroup of T' is trivial
(see [A3], Remark 1.11). Consequently, we can formulate the following
Conjecture 3.
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